Science
Introduction
Children gain knowledge about the world around them in part from observation and
experience. To understand animals and their habitats, or human body systems, or
electricity, a child needs first-hand experience with many opportunities to observe and
experiment. In the words of the Association for Science Education: ‘A good primary and
early years science education:
G

Acknowledges that children come to science education with ideas, observations
and questions about the world around them and use these as the foundations for
their learning

G

Nurtures children’s curiosity and inspires them, in a rich learning environment,
to discover more and to develop positive attitudes and an appreciation of the nature
of science

G

Challenges children to develop and use scientific skills; acquire and apply scientific
knowledge, understanding and language; investigate through playing, exploring
and experimenting; communicate and collaborate effectively with others; challenge
scientific evidence

G

Enables children to make connections between scientific ideas and to see how they are
developed and applied in other disciplines and beyond the classroom.’1

While experience counts for much, book learning is also important, for it helps bring
coherence and order to a child’s scientific knowledge. Only when topics are presented
systematically and clearly can children make steady and secure progress in their scientific
learning. The child’s development of scientific knowledge and understanding is in some
ways a very disorderly and complex process, different for each child. But a systematic
approach to the exploration of science, one that combines experience with book learning,
1
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can help provide essential building blocks for deeper understanding at a later time. It can
also provide the kind of knowledge that one is not likely to gain from observation:
consider, for example, how people long believed that the earth stood still while the sun
orbited around it, a misconception that ‘direct experience’ presented as fact.
In this section, we introduce Year 2 children to a variety of topics consistent with the
early study of science in countries that have had outstanding results in teaching science
at the primary level. The text is meant to be read aloud to your child, and it offers questions
for you and your child to discuss, as well as activities for you to do together.

Living Things and Their Habitats
Do you recognise this big furry creature?
He’s a polar bear. He lives near the North
Pole. What’s the weather like there? Brrr!
Yes, it’s cold, cold, cold. Look at what’s all
around the polar bear: ice, and lots of it.
The polar bear lives where it’s cold and
icy all the time, but he doesn’t seem to
mind at all. Look at him again. See his
thick, furry coat? With all that thick
fur, he stays pretty snug, even near the
North Pole.
Now, imagine that the polar bear
decides to go on a holiday. (Of course,
you and I know that bears don’t take
holidays, but let’s pretend.) He goes on a
trip to Spain. How do you think he would
like it? What would our big furry friend
think of the sunny, sandy beaches of
Spain?
Well, if you’ve ever been to the beach,
you might like it, but you can take off
your clothes and wear nothing but
a swimsuit. The polar bear can’t take off
his fur!
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Poor polar bear! He wouldn’t
enjoy a trip to warm, sunny Spain.
It’s a lovely place, but not for him.
It’s not his habitat.
What’s a habitat? For an
animal, a habitat is the place
where the animal lives, eats,
sleeps, makes its home, has babies
and gets along (mostly) with other
animals. But it’s not just any kind
of place. An animal’s habitat is a
special place suited to the animal because the animal is suited to it.
The big furry polar bear isn’t suited to the warm beach, but he gets along well in the icy
Arctic. A fish that swims in the ocean couldn’t possibly survive up a tree, could it? Would
a worm that crawls through the moist, rich soil of the forest be happy living in the hot,
sandy desert?
Different animals live in different habitats. The way an animal lives has a lot to do with
its habitat. Let’s explore a few habitats and get to know some animals living in them.

The Woodland Habitat
Imagine you’re walking through a beautiful wood. Oak and birch trees stand tall around
you. Their highest branches reach upward and form a leafy canopy, which makes it cool
and shady for you as you walk along below.
What’s that tap-tap-tapping sound? It’s a bird called a woodpecker. Woodpeckers peck
into the trunks of old trees, looking for insects to eat. e woodpecker lives in this woodland
habitat.
A squirrel scampers up a tree. The squirrel also lives in this woodland habitat. Squirrels
build nests in the tree branches and gather acorns from the oak trees in the autumn.
What’s that large, furry creature darting through the undergrowth? It’s a fox! There’s
also a badger peeping out from behind a tree – look at his black, white and grey fur. He’s
quite a heavy creature, with short little legs that he uses to dig out his underground home,
which is called a badger sett. Badgers eat grubs and worms, as well as mice and even birds.
Badgers may look harmless, but don’t go near them – they have lots of sharp claws at the
end of their stubby little legs, and will attack anyone they think is threatening them. Ooh,
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what’s that sticky stuff on your face? You’ve walked into the threads of a spider web, strung
across your path. Spiders weave their webs where insects fly, hoping to trap some flies for
dinner. Yummy!
Down on the woodland floor, the leaves fall and pile up. Beetles and other animals eat
the leaves. Along comes a mouse, which eats the beetles, then the mouse gets eaten by a
fox – which will eat pretty much anything!
Woodpeckers, squirrels, badgers, spiders, beetles, mice, foxes – all these animals and
many, many more live in the woodland habitat. For their homes and food, they depend
upon the plants and other animals that live in the wood with them.
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What You’re Called and What You Eat
Here’s a fact you know is true
every time your tummy
rumbles: animals need to eat.
Some animals eat plants.
Some animals eat other
animals. And some animals
eat both. Scientists use special
names for animals, depending
on whether they eat plants,
meat or both. Let’s learn
these special names: they’re
big words, so get ready!
Do you eat both plants and meat? Then you’re an omnivore [OMMnee-vore]. An omnivore is an animal that eats both plants and animals.
Bears are omnivores. They eat berries and they eat small animals like
fish. They also use their sharp claws to rip open logs and eat the insects
they find there.
Animals that eat only plants are called herbivores [HUR-bee-vores].
Some human beings choose to eat only plants and no meat. Many
animals, including mice, cows and horses, eat only plants. Even huge
elephants eat only leaves, fruits, nuts and grasses.
Some animals would rather eat meat most of all. Can you think of any?
Dogs and cats, lions and tigers, sharks and snakes eat meat. They are
called carnivores [CAR-nee-vores]. A carnivore eats animal flesh, or meat.

What you eat is important, and so is how you eat.
You can read a poem about that on page 31.
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The Underground Habitat
Imagine that you brought a spade with you on your walk through the forest.
Take it out and dig down under the twigs, leaves and mushrooms on the forest floor.
What can you see?
A slimy pink earthworm slithers deeper underground. A little white grub curls up in
the soil. Soon it will grow into an insect and creep among the woodland ferns and mosses.
The worm and the grub
live together in the forest’s
underground habitat. Even
some furry animals, like moles,
live underground with them.
Moles have long, broad paws just
right for digging. They burrow
underground and they look for
things to eat: things like roots,
ants and – sorry, little worm –
worms. Actually, moles don’t
really ‘look’ for things to eat, since
they can’t see very well. Instead,
moles find their way around
underground with a keen sense
of smell.

What is this mole eating?

So, moles have big paws for digging, and even though they have weak eyes, they have a
strong sense of smell. Do you see how the mole is suited to its underground habitat?

The Desert Habitat
Let’s look at the desert, which is a very
different habitat from woodlands. Can
you think of some differences between
woodlands and the desert?
This lizard is returning to her
home in the Kalahari Desert
of South Africa
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Woodland is often cool. The desert is often
hot. Woodland is moist. The desert is dry.
Woodland is dark and shady. The desert is
bright and sunny.
Sometimes it snows and rains in woodland,
but it rarely does in the desert. Compared to
woodland, the desert is a very different habitat
for plants and animals. So, do you think you’ll
find the same kind of animals and plants in the
desert that you found in the wood?
Lizards live in the hot desert. Their bodies do
well in the heat. They like to lie on warm rocks
and bask in the blazing sunshine. Cactus plants
also grow in the desert. They can grow for a long
time without any rain at all. They like heat and
a lot of sunshine. Cactus plants and lizards do
well in the desert habitat.

A Giant Saguaro cactus

But not many animals or plants live in the
desert. In fact, the desert is almost deserted –
which is how it got its name.

Water Habitats
Can you name some animals that live in water?
Fish live in water, such as ponds, lakes and
streams. They eat smaller fish, plants and insects.
Think of the ways that a fish is suited to its water
habitat. Fish don’t have feet, because they don’t walk.
They live in a water habitat, and so they swim.
You can’t breathe underwater, but fish can because
they have gills. But a fish out of water is in trouble!
A fish can’t survive outside its water habitat.
This Grey Heron by the Thames in London
has a long neck that helps it reach fish
under water.
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Have you ever heard the saying ‘like a fish out of water’? Since fish can’t
breathe out of water, people use this saying to mean that someone is
very uncomfortable in a new or unusual situation.
For example, a shy child who is asked to sing a song in front of the
whole school might think: ‘I don’t want to sing in front of all those
people. I’ve never been onstage before. I’d feel like a fish out of water.’

Many other animals do best in a water habitat, too. Some live all their lives underwater,
like oysters and starfish. Some live part of their lives underwater and part on land, like
frogs and salamanders. Some live on the land near the water, like herons and hermit crabs.
All of these animals depend upon the water, the plants and the other animals nearby.
Not all water habitats are the same. Ponds, lakes and rivers are different from oceans.
Do you know why? If you’ve ever played in the waves at the seaside, you know how that
water tastes: very salty. Oceans contain salt water. But most ponds, lakes and rivers contain
fresh water. What’s the difference?
Here’s an experiment to
answer that question. Fill a
glass with drinking water.
Take a sip. It tastes refreshing.
That’s the kind of water found
in most lakes and rivers.

Shark!

Now stir in two teaspoonfuls
of salt. Take a sip – a very
small sip. Yuck! You wouldn’t
call that refreshing, would
you? That glass now contains
salt water, like the water in
the ocean.

You may not like the taste of salt water, but many plants and animals depend upon it
to live. Clams, oysters and jellyfish live in the salty ocean, along with plants such as
seaweed. Whales, dolphins, sharks − and all the animals that live in an ocean habitat −
need salt water. If you put them into water without salt, they wouldn’t survive. And if you
put a freshwater fish in salt water, it wouldn’t survive. Each water animal and plant needs
to be in the kind of water habitat to which it’s suited.
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The Food Chain
As you’ve learned about different habitats, you’ve heard a lot about animals and what they
eat. Has it made you hungry? You’ve got to eat to live. Not just you, but every living thing
needs food to survive. Plants make their own food out of sunshine, air, water and nutrients
from the soil in which they grow. But animals can’t do that. Animals eat other living
things, including plants and other animals. Big animals may eat little ones. And when the
big animal dies, it may be eaten by little animals. All this eating is called the food chain.
Let’s see how it works.
Imagine a green plant growing by the side of a river. A caterpillar comes along and
chews on the leaves. Later the caterpillar grows into a flying insect. The insect flies across
the river, when suddenly, swoosh, a fish leaps out of the water and swallows it.

A food chain
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The fish splashes back into the water, feeling full and happy − but not for long. A big
bear reaches into the river and grabs the fish in his paw. The bear has caught a tasty supper.
Later that year the bear dies, and through the winter its body rots away. The rotting
body turns to nutrients that soak into the soil by the side of the river. When spring comes,
the nutrients help green plants grow. One of those green plants grows by the side of the
river. A caterpillar comes along and chews on the leaves and...
Do you see? It’s a cycle, starting again, and going round and round. It’s a cycle of one
creature feeding upon another, a cycle of life and death and life again.
People call this cycle the food chain because it seems to link together the plants and
animals in nature. Animals eat plants, and these animals are sometimes eaten by other
animals. Plants and animals die and rot, which returns nutrients to the soil, which helps
more plants grow. It’s all a part of the food chain that keeps nature alive, and it all starts
with plants growing from sunshine, air, water and nutrients.

Animals and Plants
Need Their Habitats,
So Be Careful
You’ve seen that there are many different
kinds of habitats and many different kinds of
animals and plants in each one. Different
plants are suited to different habitats: an oak
tree thrives in the forest but could not grow
in the desert. Most animals are so well suited
to living in one kind of habitat that it would
be difficult for them to live in another. They
might not be able to find the right kind of
food, or the right kind of water, or the
materials they need to make a home or nest.
Sometimes people can mess up a habitat.
People cut down forests to get trees for
timber or to make space for new houses and
office buildings. People bring water to the
desert so that they can make more farms. People
drain ponds so that they can build houses.
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What happens to the animals and plants when their habitat is destroyed? Sometimes
they die.
In one habitat, the world’s rainforests, many animals and plants are in danger.
That’s because people are cutting down too many trees in the rainforests. Rainforests are
tall, dense green forests that grow in the hottest parts of the world. They are called
rainforests because there is always moisture in the air, and it drips off the leaves as if it
were always raining. Not many people live in the rainforests, but thousands of different
plants and animals do. We need to be careful not to hurt this precious habitat or we will
lose even more of the animals and plants that live there.
When a habitat is destroyed, plants and animals die. When something happens that
causes all of a certain kind of plant or animal to die off, then we say that kind of plant or
animal is extinct, which means it no longer exists anywhere in the world: it has died off,
never to be seen again.
You may know about
some very famous extinct
animals: the dinosaurs. ey
became extinct millions of
years ago. We think this
happened when a big rock
from space hit the Earth and
caused the climate to change
suddenly. Dinosaurs, and
many other animals, could
not survive the change in
their habitat. But extinction
is not just something
that happened millions or
The jaguar is in danger of becoming extinct
thousands or even hundreds
of years ago. Today many diﬀerent kinds of animals and plants are endangered, which means
that there are not many of them le in the world and they are in danger of becoming extinct.
ey are sometimes endangered because of things that people do to hurt their habitats:
things like cutting down trees or polluting the land and water.
If people make problems, they can also solve them. Jane Goodall, whose biography you
may have read in Year 1, and the youth who are members of her Roots and Shoots
programme work to make the world a better place for animals, people and the
environment. Many people today understand that it is not a good thing to destroy the
habitats of plants and animals. These people are working to make sure that we find ways
to protect the different habitats and the living things that depend on them.
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Extinct but Still Popular: Dinosaurs
They haven’t been around for millions of years, but many people are crazy about them.
How about you? Do you like dinosaurs?
Some dinosaurs, like the huge Brachiosaurus [BRAK-ee-uh-SAWR-us], were taller than
a house. Like many dinosaurs, the Brachiosaurus was a herbivore (which means it ate only
what?). Other dinosaurs were carnivores: they ate animal flesh, including other dinosaurs.
One fierce carnivore was the Tyrannosaurus Rex.
Dinosaurs have been extinct for so long that no one has ever seen one. So how do we
know they ever lived at all? Because dinosaur bones have been found in the ground all
around the world. From these remains, scientists can work out a lot about what dinosaurs
looked like and how they lived.
To learn more about dinosaurs, look in your local library for the many good books in
the Suggested Resources section on page 337 that will tell you more about these fascinating
creatures.

Dinosaur bones at London’s Natural History Museum
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Oceans and Undersea Life
The Oceans and the Tides
Take a look at a globe or a map of the world and notice how much of its area is covered
in water. How much? A lot! Water covers three-quarters of the earth.
Where will you find most of this water? In the big oceans and smaller seas. Look at a
globe or world map and see if you can find these big oceans: the Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic
Ocean, the Indian Ocean and the Arctic Ocean.
The place where the sea meets the land is called the shore. If you’ve ever walked along
the seashore, you may have noticed that sometimes the water comes high up on the shore,
and sometimes it stays farther out.

Low tide. High tide.
Every day, twice a day, in a regular pattern, the level of the sea rises and falls as it meets
the shore. These changes are called the tides. If you were to spend a day on the beach
(wouldn’t that be nice?), you could see how the tide changes from high to low and back
again. At high tide, the edge of the sea comes way up, covering the beach, so that, if it is a
sandy beach, all you see is a little stretch of sand. At low tide, the water level drops and
the edge of the sea moves farther away, leaving a broad sandy beach. At high tide, that
beach is covered with water.
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Ocean Currents
The water in the oceans moves all the time. The wind moves it and forms the surface into
waves. The tides move it, up towards the shore and back down again.
In some parts of the ocean, water moves in great streams, almost like rivers flowing
through the ocean. We call these moving streams ocean currents. When ship captains sail
the ocean, they pay close attention to currents because a current can carry a ship along
with it, just as a river carries a stick or a paper boat downstream.
When ship captains sail across the Atlantic Ocean, they pay special attention to a current
called the Gulf Stream. e Gulf Stream runs from the Gulf of Mexico, up the coast of
Florida, and then north up the coast of the United States before it crosses the Atlantic Ocean
and makes its way towards Europe. e weather in Britain is warmer and wetter because
of the Gulf Stream. Use your finger on the map to trace the path of the Gulf Stream.
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The water in the Gulf Stream is warmer than the ocean it flows through. If a ship sailing
out of Florida wants to go due east, the Gulf Stream will push it to the north. So, if you
were steering the ship, you would have to know about the strong currents of the Gulf
Stream if you planned to get where you wanted to go!

Under the Sea
Let’s have a look beneath the surface of the ocean. Put on your scuba-diving gear. Is your
mask on tight? Are the air tanks full? Okay, let’s jump in!
Look at the ground
under the water. The
sandy beach continues
to slope down. We call
the bottom of the sea
the sea bed. Where
the sea is shallow, the
sea bed is close to
the water’s surface.
Sometimes the seabed
rises out of the water,
and that makes an
island. Where the
wider ocean is deep,
the ocean floor drops a
long way down. Long,
deep valleys run across
it. The deepest valleys
are
called
ocean
trenches. You can think
of the ocean floor as a
landscape of mountains,
valleys and trenches,
stretching out for
thousands of miles
underwater.
The ocean floor has hills and valleys just like the dry parts of the earth
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So many different animals live in
the sea. Can you name some? Did you
think of fish, sharks, dolphins,
octopuses and others? Did you know
that if you scoop up a handful of
sea water, you’re holding quite a few
living creatures? These creatures are
so tiny that you can’t see them. It
would seem as if you were holding
just a handful of water, but really the
water is full of little living things!
There’s a special name for all these
teeny-tiny animals, along with many
teeny-tiny plants, that drift in the sea:
they’re called plankton.

This is one of many kinds of plankton
that live in the sea. This picture was
taken with a special camera to make
the plankton big enough to see

The sea is home not only to teenytiny plankton but also to
some of the world’s largest
creatures. Can you name
any of these big oceangoing creatures? Did
you think of whales?
How big is a blue whale? Compare it to an elephant.
The Blue Whale, the
biggest whale of all, can grow to 30 metres long and weigh almost 180,000 kilograms.
It’s hard to imagine how big that is! If about thirty children your size were to lie down in
a line, head to toe, they might add up to the length of a blue whale. But to add up to the
weight of a blue whale, it would take about seven thousand children your size!
There’s a food chain for animals and plants in the sea, just as there is for animals and
plants on land. One ocean food chain is amazing: some whales eat only plankton. Think
about it: some of the biggest ocean animals eat only some of the smallest plants and
animals! How would you like to have the same thing every day for breakfast, lunch, dinner
and snacks, and never see what you’re swallowing?

Humans and the Marine World
People all over the world depend upon the sea. Ships travel on the oceans, moving things from
one continent to another. Fishermen catch food in the sea for us to eat. Tuna comes from the
ocean. So do prawns. And many people around the world enjoy eating some kinds of seaweed.
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The sea helps the world’s people. It has many different habitats for many different plants
and animals. It helps the planet earth stay healthy. That’s why people have to be careful
not to do things to harm the sea.
People can harm the sea by putting the wrong things
in it, like rubbish and litter. Sometimes people put things
in by accident. When an oil tanker leaks oil into the sea,
the surface of the water turns black and dingy. An oil
slick kills many fish and birds. It also kills plankton,
which may be too small to see but is important to the
habitat. When an accident like an oil spill happens,
people may come quickly to the rescue, but such a big
mess is very hard to clean up.
People can also harm the sea by taking too much from
it. For example, fishermen can ‘overfish’ if they catch the
same kind of fish for a long time in one small region.
Sometimes, if fishermen catch too many of one kind of
fish, not enough fish are left behind to have babies, and
then that kind of fish can become extinct. When one
kind of fish disappears, it can disturb the lives of other
animals and plants living in that part of the sea. Today
many countries have laws telling people how many fish
they are allowed to catch and during what time of the
year people can catch them. These laws are one way to
keep overfishing from damaging the habitat forever.

This gannet is having a
bubble bath to get
cleaned up after
an oil spill

The Human Body
PARENTS: In this book, we introduce the major
body systems. Later books in this series present
the body systems in greater detail.
Have you ever thought about what happens inside your body when
you breathe? When you eat? When you stand up? When you jump?
When you run? Your body can do so many things! Different parts
of your body work together to let you breathe, eat, stand up, jump,
run and do lots more. Let’s find out about what’s going on inside.
Let’s learn about some of the systems of your body.
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The Skeletal System
Hold up a jacket by the collar. It just falls limp. Now, put the
jacket over a coat hanger. The hard coat hanger gives the
soft jacket a shape.
Inside your body there’s something that gives you a
shape. No, not a bundle of coat hangers, but a bundle of
bones − more than two hundred of them! These bones make
up your skeleton. Your skeleton is the hard part inside your
body. It looks something like the drawings you might see
around Halloween time.

There are more than
two hundred bones
inside you

Squeeze one of your fingers:
do you feel the hard bone
inside? Now, tap your head
with your knuckles − not too
hard! The sound you hear is
the sound of the bone inside
your finger knocking against
your skull, which is the bone
inside your head.

This is an X-ray of a
broken arm bone

Bones are hard, but they can break, such as when a person falls badly. Doctors can
mend most broken bones. They use a special machine called an X-ray machine.
An X-ray machine takes a picture through
your skin and lets the doctor see the broken
bone. Often the doctor will wrap the injured
part of the body in a hard cast, which will
protect the broken bone and keep it straight
until it grows back together again.
This girl is getting
a cast put on to
her broken arm

You can find the words to a funny song about the
skeleton, ‘Dry Bones’, on pages 226 and 227 of this book.
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The Muscular System
Squeeze one of your arms and you can feel the solid bone inside.
You feel something firm around it, too, that’s a muscle.
Muscles wrap around bones and stretch from one bone to
another. Hold one hand under your arm, between your wrist and your
elbow. Make a tight fist with the arm that you’re holding. Do you feel
something tighten up inside? That’s your muscle. Muscles make you
move. You use your muscles to walk, run, jump, draw, stretch and
lift. You even use your muscles to talk, yawn, laugh, wink and sing.
Your muscles help you move

The Circulatory System
Now put your hand on your
chest. Do you feel something
beating inside? If you don’t, run
around quickly and then try again. That beating
you feel is a very important muscle: it’s your heart.
Your heart is beating all the time, day and night. When
your heart beats, it pumps blood. It pumps blood through
tubes that go all around your body and then come back to
your heart. By beat-beat-beating, your heart keeps the
blood circulating to every part of your body. (‘Circulating’
means going round and round.)

The Digestive System
Your blood carries good things from the food you eat to
all parts of your body. But how did your food get into
your blood?

Your circulatory
system moves
your blood
around your body

It got there because your body digested it. Whatever you
eat – a burger, a banana, a plate of rice, a jam sandwich, a
carrot, a glass of milk, an egg roll − your body has to digest it. Here is how that happens.
When you put a piece of food in your mouth, you chew it with your teeth, which break
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the food into little pieces. There’s a watery fluid in your mouth
called saliva that also helps break down the food. When you
swallow, the food goes down a tube into your stomach.
(When you drink something, you just swallow, and
the liquid you’re drinking goes down the same tube to
your stomach.)
After you eat, have you ever heard
your stomach make some squishy,
gurgling noises? These noises show
that your stomach and other body
parts are continuing the work of
digesting your food.
Once your food is digested, it’s
broken into very tiny bits. The most
valuable parts go into your blood and
give you the energy you need to do all
the things you like to do. Your body cannot use some parts of
the food you eat; you get rid of these when you go to the loo.
Your digestive system breaks your food down so your body can use it

The Nervous System
Tap your head − gently! − with your knuckles one more
time. There’s your skull. Do you know what’s inside it?
A very important part of your body: your brain.
Your brain is what you use to think, remember
and learn. Your brain tells the rest of your body
what to do. Your brain is in charge: it’s like the
captain of a ship or the pilot of an aeroplane.
Your brain sends messages to all parts of
your body and gets messages back. These messages are
carried through the nerves, which go from your brain all
through your body. The nerves look something like the
branches of a tree, but they’re much thinner.
Your nervous system carries
messages to and from your brain
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Your nerves carry messages from your five senses.

Do you remember learning about your five senses
in the Year 1 book in this series? Can you name them?

sight

hearing

smell

taste

touch

When you feel an itch on the tip of your nose, nerves are sending a message from your
nose to your brain. Then your brain sends a message along the nerves to your fingers.
The message says: ‘Reach up and scratch that itchy nose.’ Ahh, does that feel better?
Nerves sent that ‘feel-better’ message from your nose back to your brain.

In Sickness and in Health
Ah-choo! Wow, that was a big sneeze. Well, that’s okay, it was just one and – ah-choo!
ah-choo!
Uh-oh. You can’t stop sneezing. Your
nose is runny. You’re starting to feel a
little hot. And maybe your tummy aches.
Everybody gets ill now and then. It’s
no fun. You can feel just terrible.
Some germs can make your body
unwell. You can’t see germs, but you can
certainly feel what the bad ones do to
you! When your body gets ill, it fights the
germs. Sometimes when your body is
working really hard to fight the germs,
you have a fever − which means that your
body’s temperature rises.
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Many illnesses, like colds and flu, can be spread from one person to another. If a friend
with a cold sneezes right in your face, his cold germs could get into your body through
your nose and mouth. Then, in a few days, you might catch that cold, too.
Try not to spread your germs: cover your face when you sneeze or cough. Use tissues
when you blow your nose. Wash your hands after using the toilet and before every meal.
Your hands can pick up many germs without you even knowing it.
Sometimes when you’re ill, you go to a doctor. e doctor may use a thermometer to
check your temperature. She may ask you to open your mouth wide and say ‘Ah’ so that she
can look down at your throat. (What’s down there? Ask an adult to let you look inside.) e
doctor may listen to your heartbeat with a tool called a stethoscope. e doctor may decide
that you need medicine to help you get better. Never take any medicine without permission,
and only take as much as you are supposed to. Sometimes the doctor may give you an
injection. You may not like it, but be brave: the injection helps your body fight the disease.
When you were very young, you probably got a special kind of
injection called a vaccination. You didn’t get this injection because
you were ill. You got a vaccination to help keep you from falling ill
with certain bad diseases.

Edward Jenner and Louis Pasteur discovered a lot
about how to keep people from falling ill. You can find
out more about them on pages 330 to 333.

Vaccination injections might hurt a little, but they help you for a long time.

Take Care of Your Body
It’s almost dinner time at Billy’s house. Have you ever heard anything like this?
MOTHER: Billy, dinner will be ready in a few minutes. Wash your hands.
BILLY: Okay, just let me finish making this last mud-pie.
MOTHER: Billy, come to the table, dinner’s ready.
BILLY [sitting down at table]: Yum, I’m starving, let’s eat.
MOTHER: Billy, did you wash your hands?
BILLY: Oh, Mum, come on!
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MOTHER: Billy, go and wash your hands before you eat.
BILLY: But Mum, they’re clean. I washed them yesterday!
To stay healthy and strong, you’ve got to do
what adults keep telling you to do:
G

Wash your hands after using the toilet
and before every meal.

G

Eat foods that are good for you
(and don’t overdo the ‘junk food’).

G

Get plenty of exercise.

G

Have a regular bath or shower.

G

Get a good night’s sleep.

Did you hear that, Billy?

Matter: Solid, Liquid and Gas
What do these things have in common: an apple, a river and the air we breathe?
They may seem very different, but they’re alike in one way: they are all
made of matter.
Matter is the stuff that makes up all the things in the world. Your
shoes, a flower, an egg, a dog, a rock, a tyre, a book, a cloud, a
goldfish, an aeroplane, a pencil − matter makes up each of these
things, and everything else as well. Matter even makes up your body.
Let’s go back to our first three examples: an apple, a river and the air
we breathe. You can see and touch the matter in an apple. It’s solid. Can
you think of some other matter that’s solid? How about a rock? A football? Your shoes?
You can see and touch the matter in a river, too. It’s not solid, though, or hard like a
rock. It’s liquid. Can you think of some other matter that’s liquid? Such as milk? Or the
saliva in your mouth?
Now, what about the air we breathe? It’s different: it’s not a solid or a liquid.
You can’t see it. You can’t reach out and touch it. But sometimes you can feel it, like when
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the wind blows. When you feel the wind blowing on your face, you are feeling the matter
in the air. And think about this: when you blow up a balloon, what goes inside? Some stuff
goes into the balloon and makes it bigger. That stuff is air, and air is matter. But air is a
different kind of matter: it’s not a solid or a liquid. Air is a gas.

Activity 1: Air is matter
Get Ready
You will need:
a cork
a clear plastic drinking cup or a glass
a bowl deeper than the cup
tissues or paper towels

PARENTS: Here are two
experiments you can do
with your child to see that
air is matter.

Go
1. Put water in the bowl but not quite to the top. Ask your child to drop in the cork
and describe what happens: it floats. Have your child use her hand to push the
cork to the bottom of the bowl, then let it go. What happens? It pops back up
and floats again. Now take the clear plastic cup (or glass). Ask your child to lower
it over the cork. What happens? e level of the water underneath the cup goes
down, while the cork is still floating on the top of the water. Ask your child:
‘Why do you think this happens? What is pushing the surface of the water down?’
(e air in the cup is pushing the surface of the water down. Air is matter!)
2. Leave the water in the bowl but remove the cork. Dry the cup or glass. Now
crumple a few tissues or paper towels (if you use paper towels, first tear them
into strips). Stuff the crumpled paper into the bottom of the cup. The paper
should stay firmly in the bottom of the cup when you turn it over. Have your
child confirm that the paper in the bottom of the cup is dry. Now put the cup
(open end first) into the bowl of water. Push it down until the rim of the cup
touches the bottom of the bowl. Pull the cup straight out of the water, making
sure to keep the open end pointing straight down. Let the water drip off the
cup, and then turn it over. Check the paper in the bottom of the cup. It should
still be dry. Why? Ask your child: ‘What do you think kept the paper from
getting wet?’ (The air in the cup.)
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Far

too small to see

: Atoms

All matter, everything in the world, is made up of tiny building blocks
called atoms and molecules. They are much too small to see until you
get many of them together. A molecule is a group of atoms arranged
in a pattern. Even simple things like water, sand, air, gas for cooking,
sugar and petrol need the atoms to be in a pattern, making a molecule,
for you to tell what they are.
The atoms in a fork or the molecules in sugar are held tightly together.
That’s how you can pick up a fork or a grain of sugar. Even one grain
still contains many, many molecules. You need a glass or a bowl holding
water to stop it all running away, because water is liquid and the
molecules are looser. The molecules in air are much looser still, so you
need to tie the neck of a balloon to stop the air gases getting out.

Changing States of Matter
Matter doesn’t always stay in the same state. Now, ‘state’ here doesn’t mean a place like the
United States of America. is is a diﬀerent kind of state – the states of matter, which you’ve
just learned the names of: solid, liquid and gas. Matter can change from one state to another.
A solid can become a liquid. A liquid can become a gas. Let’s see how matter can change states.
We can do this by looking at a cup of water. If you put some water in a cup, what state of
matter is the water in? Yes, it’s a liquid.
If you put that cup of water into a freezer and leave it overnight, what will be its state of
matter? e water freezes and becomes ice. e liquid has turned into a solid.
Now let the cup of frozen water sit for a few hours. What happens? e ice melts: the
solid has turned back into a liquid. Now take the cup of water, pour it into a pan, and put it
on the stove. Ask an adult to help you heat the pan. Don’t get too close, but watch what
happens. e water begins to boil. Soon it bubbles as steam. e liquid water has turned to
gas. Careful − steam is very hot!
If you boil the water for a long time, eventually
all the water will turn to steam and the pan will be
empty. Where has the water gone? It has been
turned into a gas – steam − and has mixed with
the air in the room. Now the water is part of the
matter that makes up the air in the room.
Water can be a solid, a liquid, or a gas.
Can you point to and name each of them in this picture?
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Units of Measurement
You know that everything is made of matter.
Sometimes we need to know things about matter.
We need to know how much of something there is,
or how much something weighs, or how big or little
something is. To find out all this, we need to take
some measurements.
Measuring things is a way to use numbers to say
how big or small things are, or how heavy or light,
or how hot or cold. Has anyone ever measured how
tall you are? Has anyone ever measured how much
you weigh?

What is this girl measuring?

You know how important measurements are if
you’ve ever helped somebody bake a cake. When
you bake a cake, you have to measure out each
ingredient carefully. You use a cake tin that’s a
certain size, and you heat the oven to a certain
temperature. Every step of the way, you use
numbers and make measurements.

Here’s a recipe for chocolate cake. But something is wrong with it.
175 sugar

175 butter

2 eggs

50 cocoa powder

175 flour

1 baking powder

½ salt

1 vanilla extract

Mix the sugar and butter together in a large bowl until soft.
Add all other ingredients; then put the mixture in a round
cake tin 18 across. Bake at 180 for 45.
Do you see what’s wrong with the recipe? Could you mix
and bake this cake? You would begin by measuring out 175
− 175 what? − of sugar. 175 teaspoons? 175 kilograms?
175 tonnes?! The cake will taste very different, depending on
how much sugar you add.
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Is the cake tin 18 centimetres across, or 18 metres? Centimetres and metres are both
units for measuring length. Now do you bake the cake for 45 minutes or 45 days or 45
years? Minutes, days and years are all units for measuring time.
Now do you see what’s wrong with the recipe? Somebody forgot to write in the units
of measurement. Measuring means counting, but you have to know what you’re counting.
To make sense, every measurement needs a number and a unit.
Let’s look at the cake recipe as it should be, with numbers and units of measurement:
175 grams sugar

175 grams butter

2 eggs

50 grams cocoa powder

175 grams flour

1 teaspoon baking powder

½ teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Mix the sugar and butter together in a large bowl until soft. Add all other ingredients;
then put the mixture in round cake tin 18 centimetres across. Bake at 180 degrees Celsius
for 45 minutes.
Now that makes more sense. Sounds yummy, too!

How Long? How Tall?
How tall are you? Look back at the cake recipe:
are there any units of measurement in it that will
help you answer that question? Are you 100
grams tall? No. Are you three teaspoons
tall? No. But what about centimetres?
Yes, now we’re, talking!
To tell how tall you are, most
likely you’ll use centimetres or
metres. Centimetres and metres
measure length. You might also
use a different set of units of
measurement called inches and
feet. Inches and feet measure
length, too.
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PARENTS: Show your child a metre rule (you can also use a tape measure) and
discuss the units of measurement: centimetres and metres (100 centimetres) as well
as inches, if the ruler shows them. Give him some different objects or distances to
measure. For each one, have him say before measuring whether he thinks
centimetres or metres would be a better unit of measurement. Then have him do
the actual measuring (he may need some help from you). With each object, be sure
that your child lines up the end of each ruler with the object that he’s measuring.
Here are some suggestions for things to measure:
G

The length of your child’s shoe (centimetres)

G

The distance from one room to another (metres)

G

The length of an envelope for a letter (centimetres)

G

The height of the front door (metres)

G

The height of your child (centimetres and metres)

How Much Space Does it Fill?
Pretend that you’re at the supermarket. You
need to buy some milk. How much milk do
you need to buy? What units of measurement
could you use to answer that question?
You remember metres and centimetres are
some of the units we use to measure length.
But if you want to know how much milk to
buy, do you think about how long the milk is?
Do you think, ‘I need fifteen centimetres of milk’?
No: you’re not thinking about how long the milk is,
but how much space it takes up.
We can use many diﬀerent units to measure how
much space something takes up. For example, when
you shop for milk, you can buy a pint bottle. Or you
can buy a litre carton. You could buy two pint
bottles, but it might be easier to buy a one-litre
carton: that’s because two pints is about the same as
one litre (actually it is a bit more).
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Every litre carton holds the same amount of milk. Even if litre
containers have different labels and come from different companies,
they hold the same amount: one litre. That’s why units of
measurement work: because we all agree on them.

Tablespoons and Millilitres
Another unit for measuring how much space something takes up is a tablespoon. Because
tablespoons are usually a particular size and we all agree on how much one tablespoon is,
you can be pretty sure that, if you’re baking a cake that calls for a tablespoon of baking
powder, the cake will rise by just the right amount if you use exactly a tablespoon. is is
because you and the person who wrote the recipe both agree on how much a tablespoon is.
Let’s find out how many tablespoons are needed to fill a space of 100 millilitres.
A millilitre is another unit for measuring the space something takes. Millilitres are much,
much smaller than litres and so are good for measuring small spaces just like tablespoons.
Try this somewhere that you can splash a little water. You will need a large bowl, a litre
measuring jug, a tablespoon and an empty 100 millilitre container. Often yoghurts, liquid
soaps and shampoos come in 100 millilitre containers. A funnel might also come in handy.
Fill the bowl with water. Now dip the tablespoon into the bowl of water, measure out
one tablespoon of water and carefully pour the water into the 100 millilitre container (try
not to spill). Do this again and again until the container is full. How many tablespoons of
water are in 100 millilitres? Did you count around six or seven tablespoons?
Now use the 100 millilitre container to measure water and empty it into the litre
measuring jug. Repeat this until the water reaches up to the 1 litre measure on the jug. How
many times did you have to fill the 100 millilitre container to reach 1 litre? Was it 10?

Temperature: How Hot? How Cold?
PARENTS: In this book, we introduce temperature only as measured in degrees
Celsius. Later books in this series will introduce your child to both degrees Celsius
and Fahrenheit.
Before you get in a bath, you might stick your finger in the water to see whether it’s too
cold, too hot or just right. When you do this, you’re checking the temperature. But fingers
aren’t really a very good way to measure temperature. Some things, like a hot oven, are
too hot to touch. So, when we want to know how hot or cold something is, we use a
thermometer. Thermometers help us to measure the temperature in units called degrees.
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When you go to a doctor’s surgery, the doctor or a nurse might
use a special kind of thermometer to take your temperature. If
you’re healthy, your temperature will be 37 degrees, or close to
that. If you’re ill and have a fever, your temperature might be 38
or 39 degrees.
We use a diﬀerent kind of thermometer to tell us the
temperature of the air around us. Look at the picture of a weather
thermometer. A weather thermometer has a tube running up and
down its centre, usually with red or silver liquid in it. is liquid
goes higher in the tube when the temperature gets warmer. And
when the temperature gets cooler, the liquid goes − what do you
think? − that’s right, lower. To read the thermometer, you find
where the liquid has stopped, then you look over to see the number
nearest to the top of the liquid. Can you read the temperature on
the thermometer in the picture? It’s 35 degrees. If the thermometer
reaches 35 degrees, you’ll be perspiring. at’s a very hot day!
Can you find 18 on the thermometer? 18 degrees is a
comfortable temperature − for most people, it’s not too hot and
not too cold. Older people often prefer a slightly warmer room
temperature, perhaps around 21. Can you find that on the
thermometer? Now, can you find 30?
Can you find 0 (zero)? If you put a glass of water outside on a day on which the
temperature is 0 degrees or lower, do you know what will happen to the water? The water
will freeze: it will turn to ice. So, if the temperature outside is 0 degrees, wrap up before
you go out because it’s freezing outside!
Can you find -5 on the thermometer? Only on the really cold days in the winter does it
ever get so cold that we have to use those numbers below 0 on the thermometer. Those
are the days when we say the temperature is ‘below zero’.

Activity 2: Taking the Temperature
PARENTS: In this activity it is fine for your child to read the temperature (with
your help) to the nearest degree Celsius. If your thermometer has both Fahrenheit
and Celsius scales, you can explain the Fahrenheit scale if you wish, or tell your
child that the degrees Fahrenheit are ‘different units of measurement that we’ll
learn about a little later’.
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Use a thermometer like the one in the picture on the opposite page. Be very careful
with it because some parts may be glass and easy to break. Take the temperature
indoors. What is it? Now put the thermometer in a glass of iced water. What
happens to the coloured liquid in the thermometer? About how cold is the iced
water? Now put the thermometer in a bowl of warm (not hot) water: can you see
the liquid rise? About how warm is the water? Next, take the thermometer outside
and wait until the coloured liquid stays in one place. Can you read what the
temperature is outside?

Electricity:
An Introduction to the Shocking Facts
Look around the room and see how many things you can turn on and off. Is there a light
with a light switch? Is there a mobile phone, or a television, or maybe a computer? Is there
a toy that uses batteries and moves or makes a noise when you turn it on?
All of these things use electricity. Electricity is the power that makes them work.
Electricity makes them shine, beep, show pictures or move around.

Static Electricity
Everything in the world, even your body, carries a little bit
of electricity in it. Have you ever combed your hair and
noticed the hairs on your head standing up as you pull the
comb away? That’s electricity. Have you ever rubbed a balloon
against your shirt, then pressed it against the wall and watched
it stick? That’s electricity, too.
There’s a special name for this electrical attraction between a
comb and your hair, or between the balloon and the wall. It’s
called static electricity. Maybe you have walked across a room
and touched somebody’s hand and felt a little zap! That also
happens because of static electricity. If it happens in a dark room,
you might see a little flash of light. That little zap of static electricity works the same way
as a lightning bolt streaking through the sky in a thunderstorm. But the lightning bolt is
a lot more powerful!
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On and Off
Thanks to electricity, light bulbs shine and mobile phones
ring when they receive a call. When you turn on
a light at home or at school, you are letting
electricity flow through wires all the way to the
light bulb. Where does the electricity come from?
Probably from a power station miles away, where big
machines generate the electricity and send it through wires
to your home and school and lots of other places.
A big power station makes the
electricity used in this home.

What happens
when you turn on a light?
Let’s find out by looking at a small
model. Look at the picture and find these
parts: the battery, wire, switch and the light bulb.
Look at the battery in the picture with the zigzag
electric bolt on it. The battery is like a little electric power
factory. It uses chemicals to make electricity. (Never try
to open a battery! The chemicals inside could hurt you.)
Do you see the wire? Use your finger to follow the path
of the wire. It goes from one end of the battery to a switch. Then it goes
from the switch to a light bulb. Then it goes from the light bulb back to
the other end of the battery. The wire has to be connected to both
ends of the battery to make the electricity flow.
Let’s follow the electricity on its path from one end of
the battery to the light bulb. Put your finger on the
picture of the battery. e electricity from the
battery flows through the wire, rather like water
flowing through a hose. Move your finger along the wire until
you get to the switch. What happens when the electricity gets to
the switch? at depends on whether the switch is turned ‘oﬀ’ or ‘on’.
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If the switch is ‘on’ then the electricity can continue along
its path to the bulb. But if the switch is ‘off ’, then the path
is broken.
Here’s a way to imagine what happens when the electricity
reaches the switch. Pretend that you are walking along a path.
You come to a river, and there you find that there’s no bridge:
the path is broken, so you can’t keep going. But now, pretend
there is a bridge: now there’s no break in the path, and you
can continue on your way.
That’s like what happens with electricity: as it travels along
the wire, it comes to the switch. If the switch is turned ‘off ’,
it’s like there’s no bridge: the electricity cannot continue along
the path to the light bulb. But when the switch is
turned ‘on’, it’s like there is a bridge: the electricity
can keep right on going from the battery, through the wire, through the
turned-on switch, through more wire, and to the bulb. When electricity
flows through the light bulb, the bulb lights up. What a bright idea!

Who invented a light bulb and a whole lot more? You can
find out about Thomas Edison on page 333.

Conductors
Electricity flows through some materials but not through others. Materials that allow
electricity to flow through them are called conductors: they ‘conduct’ electricity. Copper is a
very good conductor of electricity. If you look at a cord running from a lamp or radio, you’ll
see a plastic covering, but inside that covering is copper wire. (Do not try to take the plastic
covering oﬀ! It is there to protect you from the electricity in the wires, which can hurt you.)

Activity 3: An experiment: what conducts?
PARENTS: This experiment will require your time and assistance. The components
of a simple tabletop electrical system like the one described below are often
available at electronics and hobby shops.
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Get Ready
You will need:
2 batteries
a double battery holder
a bulb and bulb holder
3 wires
2 crocodile clips
various items, such as: a pencil,
a shoelace, a metal spoon, a
plastic utensil, a piece of paper,
a safety pin, a crayon, a rubber
band, a penny, a paper clip
Go
Begin by connecting the batteries, the bulb, the wires and the crocodile clips as
shown in the picture.
Next clip the two crocodile clips together. The light bulb should light up. When
the crocodile clips touch, you are making a pathway going from the batteries,
through the light bulb, and back to the batteries again. Now pull the crocodile clips
apart. What happens? Why does the light go out?
You can use this system to test what things are good conductors of electricity.
Let’s test many things, such as a pencil, a shoelace, a metal spoon, a plastic utensil,
a piece of paper, a safety pin, a crayon, a rubber band, a penny and a paper clip.
To test each item, ‘bite’ one end with one crocodile clip, then attach the other
crocodile clip to the other end. If the object you are testing is a good conductor,
what do you think will happen? The electricity will flow from the batteries, through
the wires, through the object you are testing, to the bulb. If the object conducts
electricity, the bulb will light up. You can make a chart of everything you test. Make
two columns: on one side, put ‘Conductors’. On the other side put items that ‘Do
Not Conduct’. What do you find? Does plastic conduct electricity? What about
paper? Do most things made of metal conduct electricity?
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Safety Rules Around Electricity
A little battery puts out a little bit of electricity, so you can use it safely for your
experiments. But the electricity that comes through the wires in your house or school is
much more powerful, so you need to remember some safety rules.
Inside the walls where you live or go to school, there are big wires that carry electricity.
When you plug in a light or radio or other electrical appliance, you are putting the light
or radio in the pathway of the electricity. You have heard adults say: ‘Don’t stick your
finger into the socket on the wall!’ Now do you know why? If you did, you would become
part of the electrical pathway. Your body is a pretty good conductor of electricity. The
electrical current coming through the wires to the wall outlet is so strong that it would
hurt a lot if you stuck your finger in the socket.
What if you held a piece of metal, like a fork or knife, and stuck it into the socket? Don’t
do it! Why? Because metals conduct electricity, and you would get a terrible shock!
Another rule you may have heard is: ‘Don’t touch any electrical appliance when you
are wet.’ Can you think why? It’s because water is a good conductor of electricity. When
your hands are wet or when your body is in a bathtub full of water, the electricity could
flow right through you and give you an awful shock, or even kill you.
Think: Why should you never put your fingers into the socket where the light bulb
screws into a lamp? That’s the place where the electricity flows into the light bulb, isn’t it?
Put your finger in there and it could be you, rather than the light bulb, that becomes part
of the electrical pathway. And that would hurt!
Electricity is very useful, but it can be dangerous. Be careful, be safe, be clever. Let
electricity help you, not hurt you.

Astronomy:
Our Solar System
Meet two astronauts. They are some of the
many scientists who have flown in powerful
rockets to outer space. Helen Sharman was
the first British person in outer space. Buzz
Aldrin was one of the first people to walk on
the moon.

Buzz Aldrin walking on the moon
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This is how the Earth looked to
Buzz when he was on the moon

Helen Sharman with her spacesuit

Far out in space, astronauts can look back
and use cameras to take pictures of the Earth.
From space, our planet looks like a round ball.

A Star and Nine Planets
Don’t you love a sunny day? The sun makes the days bright. The sun may look like a big
bright yellow ball. But did you know that the sun is a star? It’s like many other stars that
you see shining in the sky on a clear night. What makes the sun different from those other
stars? The big difference is that the sun is closer to us than any other star. If you could get
in a rocket ship and travel far, far out in space, you would see that the sun has planets
going around it. Our Earth is only one of those planets. There are eight others: some are
closer than we are to the sun, some are farther away. Some are bigger than the Earth, some
are smaller. Each planet goes around the sun on its own special path, called an orbit. The
sun and the planets that go around it are part of what we call the solar system. Let’s take
an imaginary rocket ship journey. We’ll start near the sun, at the centre of our solar system,
and spiral out from there. This really is an imaginary ride, because the sun is so hot you
could never fly close to it. The sun is not a solid planet like the Earth. The sun is a huge
ball of superhot burning gases. If a rocket really approached the sun, it would melt long
before it could land.
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Our solar system
As you fly away from the sun, what’s the first planet you see? It’s the planet Mercury.
Mercury is a small planet, and it’s the closest planet to the sun.
Next you come to Venus, the second planet from the sun. After that, you see the third
planet from the sun − and it looks very familiar! It’s Earth, your home planet. Earth is 93
million miles from the sun. That sounds far, but six more planets are even farther away.
Better get going!
The fourth planet out from the sun is Mars. Some people nickname Mars ‘the red
planet’ because when you are lucky enough to see it in the night-time sky, it seems to have
an orangey, red colour.
Next comes Jupiter, the fifth planet from the sun. Jupiter is the largest planet in our
solar system. There’s something unusual about Saturn, the sixth planet from the sun.
Saturn is surrounded by beautiful rings.
The next two planets, Uranus [YOO-rain-us] and Neptune, are very large compared to
Earth. The ninth and last planet, farthest from the sun, is Pluto, the smallest planet in our
solar system. Some people call Pluto a dwarf planet because it is so small. Pluto is a super
frozen planet, since it’s so far from the sun. How far? Three billion miles away − a distance
so huge it’s hard to imagine!
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Hey, you’d better turn that rocket around and head back to Earth at maximum speed!
You don’t want to be late for dinner!

In Year 3, we will learn more about the Roman gods and
goddesses who gave their names to these planets.

The Moon
During your imaginary rocket ship journey, when you passed the Earth, you may have
noticed what looked like a ball circling around it. What was that? It’s something you know
very well: the moon.
The moon that you see in the sky goes around the Earth. You can also say that the moon
orbits the Earth, just as the Earth and the other eight planets orbit the sun.
Have you noticed that the moon seems to change shape? Sometimes it’s a full moon,
with a big round face. Sometimes it’s a half-moon, shaped like half of a pizza. Sometimes
it’s only a thin crescent. Some days, the moon crosses the sky near the sun. We can’t see
it because the half facing us is much less bright than the sun. When this happens we call
it a new moon. We call these different shapes the phases of the moon.

Phases of the moon
The moon only seems to change shape. Really, it’s always a big round ball. Sometimes
we see the whole ball, and sometimes we only see part of it. We see the part that is lit by
the sun. Did you know that the moon itself does not shine? When the moon seems to
shine, it’s really reflecting light from the sun.
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Sometimes when the moon is bright and big in the sky, it might almost seem as if a face
is looking down at you. People even jokingly refer to ‘the man in the moon’. But there are
no people on the moon − no animals or plants either, and no trees, grass or clouds. ere is
no water or air. Astronauts like Buzz Aldrin who visited the moon had to wear space suits
to give them air to breathe. e moon may look lovely but it’s not a friendly place to visit.
So far, astronauts have visited the moon, but no astronaut has landed on another planet.
Not yet, at least. Who knows what may happen when you grow up? Maybe then astronauts
will make a trip to Mars. Maybe you will be one of them!

Constellations:
Join-the-Dots Stars
On a clear night, go outside and look up at
the stars. For thousands of years, people have
enjoyed looking up at the stars. Long ago,
people used their imaginations and found
pictures among the stars, like big join-thedots drawings in the sky. They imagined they
saw pictures of bears and horses, or a man
shooting an arrow. People still look for those
join-the-dots pictures today. They are called
the constellations.
Here’s a constellation you can look for: the
Plough. It got that name because it looks like
The Plough
an old-fashioned horse-drawn plough. On a
clear night, ask an adult to help point your gaze toward north. In that direction, look for
a square of four stars that seem to connect to form the blade of the plough. Then look for
three more bright stars that seem to connect to one corner of the blade and form a shaft
connecting it to the horse. There are a lot of other stars in the sky near these, but if you
just concentrate on the brightest ones, you can see the Plough.

Our Big, Round, Moving Earth
Photographs taken from outer space like the one on page 320 (of the earth rising) show
that the earth is a big ball. Then why doesn’t it seem round to us? It’s because the earth is
so large that you don’t notice that the ground you’re standing on has a curve to it. If the
earth were the size of a football, one entire city would be no bigger than a speck of dust.
That’s why it’s hard to get a sense of the vast, curving surface of our earth.
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If you could watch a boat sail away from you out into the ocean, where there’s nothing
but water as far as the eye can see, you could catch a glimpse of the earth’s curving surface.
As the boat gets farther away, it approaches the place where the sky seems to meet the sea:
we call this the horizon. Slowly, the boat seems to sink below the horizon. You see less
and less of the boat until finally all you see is the tip of the mast, and then nothing. The
boat hasn’t sunk or fallen off the earth! It has gone around to part of this big ball of a
planet that you can no longer see.

As it sails away, a boat seems to sink below the horizon
Try this: stand up and be as still as you can. It doesn’t feel as if the ground beneath your
feet is moving, does it? But in fact the earth is spinning around all the time. It spins like a
top. And that’s not all. As the earth spins around like a top, it is also circling through space
in an orbit around the sun. Whoa, we’re really moving here!
Hundreds of years ago, people used to believe that the sun
went around the earth. It’s easy to see why people
thought so, because the sun does seem to travel
slowly across the sky, from morning to night.
But a man named Nicolaus Copernicus
showed people that they had it the wrong way
around. The sun doesn’t move, said
Copernicus; it only looks that way because
really the earth is moving, spinning around like
a top. To understand Copernicus’s idea, try this:
look straight ahead of you and spin around very fast.
When you do this, things seem to move around you in
a circle, but really you are the one doing the moving.
You may hear people talk about the sun
rising in the morning and setting in the
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evening, which makes it sound as if the sun were moving through our
sky. But the sun is not moving. It’s the earth that does the moving.
The earth spins around one complete turn every day. One complete
rotation takes twenty-four hours. The spinning of the earth makes
day and night. You can do an experiment to understand how.

We will find out more about Copernicus in Year 4.

Activity 4: An Experiment:
What Makes Day and Night?
Get Ready
You will need:
a globe
blue-tack®
a strong light (such as a desk lamp)
Go
Pretend that the globe is the earth.
Take a little piece of blu-tack® and stick it onto the globe. That’s you!
Pretend the light is the sun. Shine the light at the middle of the globe. Now make
the globe spin slowly. When the sun (the light) shines on you (the blue-tack®), it’s
daytime. But as the earth continues to spin around, soon the light isn’t on you
anymore: that’s night-time.
What about the people who live on the other side of the earth? Put another piece
of blue-tack® on the opposite side of the earth from where you are. Now shine the
light on the globe and slowly spin it again. What happens? When it’s bright daytime
for you, it’s night for people on the opposite side of the earth. But when the sun
shines on them, you’re fast asleep!
Around and around goes the earth, spinning like a top − and that’s what makes
day and night.
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Down to Earth
Let’s take a closer look at the third planet from the sun:
our home, the earth.
You already know some things about
the earth. You know that its surface
is covered with land and water. What
are the biggest chunks of land called?
Yes, the continents. And the biggest
bodies of water? Yes, the oceans.
Imagine drawing a line around the
middle of the earth, as though you were putting a
big belt around it. We call that imaginary line the
equator. Many world maps and globes have this
imaginary line drawn on them; see if you can find it. The
sun always shines strongly at the equator, so the land and oceans near
the equator stay warm all year round. Do you remember learning about the warm
rainforests? They are all near the earth’s equator.
The top and the bottom of the earth are called poles. What’s on top? The North Pole,
near to where polar bears live. And down on the bottom is the South Pole. The sun never
shines as strongly at the poles as it does at the equator. In fact, the water at the poles stays
frozen all year round.
If you look at a globe, you might think that people living near the South Pole must feel
as if they were standing upside down. But in fact, standing up near the South Pole feels
just like standing up in your own neighbourhood − feet down, head up, only colder!
crust
mantle

Inside the Earth

Have you ever started digging a hole and wondered
how far you could go? What would it be like to dig
deep down into the earth?

core
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Scientists have used special equipment to drill
deep down into the earth. They have found out that
the earth has many layers. If you could slice right
through the earth, you would see the different
layers, all the way to the centre, like the picture.

Science

The outermost layer is called the crust. That’s the surface of the earth, the part we live
on. Mountains and valleys, rivers and deserts, oceans and continents make up the earth’s
crust. The crust is a thin outer coating compared to the other layers inside. Beneath the
crust lies a thick layer of hot, melted rock called the mantle. The deeper the mantle, the
hotter it gets. At the centre of the earth burns a core of hot melted rock. No one has ever
travelled through the earth’s mantle to the core. No one would want to! It gets hotter than
5,000 degrees Celsius down there!
Sometimes holes open in the earth’s crust. When these holes open, hot gas and liquid
can escape from deep down in the earth.
In some places, boiling hot steam explodes
out of a hole in the ground, spewing high up
into the air. Do you know what we call this?
A geyser. In the state of Wyoming in
America, at least two hundred geysers shoot
up out of the ground. The most famous one
shoots 50,000 litres of water − boiling hot,
so it’s steam − 50 metres up, far above the
treetops around it. For a long time, this
geyser has seemed to shoot up regularly,
nearly once an hour, so people call it
‘Old Faithful’.

Do you see how small the people
are compared with ‘Old Faithful’?
At other places, hot, molten, liquid rock
bursts out of the ground. What do we call this
feature? A volcano. Volcanoes give us an idea
of what it’s like beneath the earth’s crust. We
know that the molten rock comes from deep
down inside the earth’s mantle layer. en it
can spurt out through the top of a mountain.
e molten rock, called lava, can travel in fiery
streams down the mountainside, burning
everything in its path.

Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull
erupting in 2010

Sometimes a volcano can erupt, then
remain quiet for many years, and then erupt
again. In 2010, a volcano in Iceland that
hadn’t erupted for almost a hundred years
threw so much ash up into the air that
aeroplanes couldn’t fly in parts of Europe for
several days.
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The Earth Makes Different Kinds of Rocks
The next time you have a chance, pick up a handful of rocks and look at them. You’ll
notice how different rocks can be. Some seem all one colour, while others are streaked
with different colours. Some are dark, while some are light; some are so light that you can
almost see through them, like looking through a foggy glass. Some are so smooth that it
almost makes you want to rub them, while others are rough and jagged.
So many different rocks − granite, quartz, coal, shale, limestone and many more.
Scientists put each of these different rocks into one of three groups, depending on how
the rock was formed. Here are the names that scientists use for the three types of rocks.
Like the names of dinosaurs, they’re big words, and fun to say aloud. Ready?

Igneous [IG-nee-us]
Sedimentary [sed-ee-MEN-tarr-ee]
Metamorphic [met-ah-MORE-fik]

Granite

Marble
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Let’s see what those fancy names mean.
Igneous means ‘made by fire’. Granite is one
of the most common igneous rocks. It is
made underground, where it’s very hot.
Some igneous rocks come from volcanoes.
Volcanoes have been erupting on earth for
millions of years. Whenever lava flowed out,
it cooled and hardened into rock. Pumice is
an igneous rock that’s full of little holes.
Pumice is so light that it floats in water!
Sedimentary means ‘made by settling
down’. Sometimes, often under the sea or in
a riverbed, lots of little rocks and sea shells
settle down on top of one another. Over
thousands and thousands of years, they press
down until they form one big rock.
Sandstone is a sedimentary rock. You can
see and feel the grains of sand that settled
down together to form sandstone.
Metamorphic means ‘made through
change’. Deep inside the earth, powerful forces
and intense heat are squeezing and cooking

Science

Sandstone

the material down there. All this squeezing
and cooking can change rocks. For example,
look what can happen to limestone, which is
a kind of sedimentary rock. Deep in the earth,
limestone can get heated and squeezed and
changed into a rock called marble. Marble is
a metamorphic rock: it was made through
change. Some artists like to make statues out
of marble. Marble is oen used for the walls
and stairs of big buildings. People like to build
with it because of its beautiful
streaks of colour, formed over
long periods of time by forces
under the earth.

The Great Sphinx that we saw on page 131 was
made from sandstone.

The Earth’s Important Minerals
Just as it takes different ingredients to bake a cake, lots of different ingredients also go
into making rocks. Each of these ingredients is a mineral. Most rocks are made up of more
than one kind of mineral.
We can find lots of different minerals in the earth. Gold is a mineral.
When you think of gold, maybe you think of jewellery or pirate’s treasure.
For thousands of years, people have used gold to make the things they
consider most valuable, such as coins, rings and crowns. All the gold in the
world comes from the earth.

You can see some golden jewellery from the
Staffordshire Hoard on page 167.
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Uncut diamonds

Diamonds are minerals. Have you
ever seen a diamond in a ring or
necklace? Just like gold, all the
diamonds in the world come from the
earth. In the earth they don’t look like
they do in a ring or necklace: it takes
a lot of work to make them so pretty
and shiny. People use diamonds for
more than jewellery. Diamonds are
harder than any other rock or
mineral, so people use diamonds to
help cut other rocks!

Quartz is a mineral. Quartz is
much more common than gold and
diamonds. In many places, you can
find quartz lying on the ground.
Quartz comes in many forms, such as
white quartz, rose quartz, amethyst
and tiger’s eye. Quartz crystals are
valuable for keeping clocks and
watches accurate.
People have learned how to find
minerals in the earth and how to dig
them out, or mine them. We mine the
Quartz
mineral called halite, then use it to
make salt for our food. We mine the mineral iron ore, then use it to make steel, which
goes into cars, refrigerators and bicycles. We mine the mineral copper, then use it to make
cooking pots, electrical wiring and pennies.

Stories About Scientists
Edward Jenner
Today children around the world receive vaccinations. Do you remember being
vaccinated? The injection may have hurt a little, but it helped a lot to keep you safe from
serious diseases.
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Vaccinations work in a way that might surprise you. Most keep you from getting a
disease by actually putting a little bit of the disease germs in you. Your body fights these
germs, and from then on your body is ready to keep you from catching the disease.
More than two hundred years ago, before anyone knew about vaccination, many people
died of a disease called smallpox. They would get terrible sores on their bodies, and those
who managed to survive could end up blind, weak and covered with scars for the rest of
their lives. But those who survived knew they would never catch the disease again − just
the way you know that after you have had chicken pox, you will never catch it again.
Doctors in those days started thinking that maybe, just maybe, they could figure out a
way to make people catch a mild case of smallpox. Then they might get a little poorly, but
they would never catch smallpox again. So doctors tried taking a little fluid from a sick
person’s smallpox sore and putting it into a cut on a well person’s arm. Sometimes this
worked. The person would get a little sick but soon feel better, and then he would never
catch smallpox again. But sometimes the people got very sick, and even died. In those
cases, it seemed as if the doctor was spreading the smallpox disease.
The problem concerned Edward Jenner, an English doctor. Once, when he met a
woman who worked on a dairy farm, she showed him her hands; they were covered with
the marks of old sores. But she told Jenner: ‘It can’t be the smallpox. I’ve already had the
cowpox. Everybody knows you never get smallpox after you’ve had cowpox.’
Jenner had seen cattle with the disease called cowpox. The cows got sores on their body,
just as humans with smallpox did. Jenner had seen people with cowpox, too. They got a
little poorly, and they got a few sores, but then they got better. Jenner began asking
questions and studying. He started to think that it might be true: by catching cowpox, a
person could keep from catching smallpox.

Edward Jenner trying his smallpox
experiment with James Phipps

Finally Jenner was ready to try an
experiment. On 14 May 1796, he took
fluid from a cowpox sore and put it
into a cut on the arm of an eightyear-old boy named James Phipps.
James caught cowpox. He came down
with a fever, headaches and sores, but
he soon got better. Now came
the important and risky next step: on
1 July, Jenner infected the boy with
fluid from a smallpox sore. For days
and weeks, Jenner watched and
waited. James stayed healthy.
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The cowpox kept him from catching smallpox.
Jenner told other doctors about his discovery, but at first they didn’t believe him. But
Jenner believed in his idea, and he kept giving people cowpox. He believed so much, he
even gave his own baby son the cowpox germs. Finally he wrote a book explaining his
discovery. He called it ‘vaccination’, from the Latin word vacca for ‘cow’.
As Jenner vaccinated more people successfully, his work became well known. King
George IV asked to be vaccinated by him and also made Jenner his Physician
Extraordinary. Soon it became the fashion to be injected by Jenner!
Other scientists learned from Edward Jenner’s ideas, and they worked to make
vaccinations even safer and more reliable. Today vaccinations protect us against many
serious diseases, such as polio, tuberculosis and measles. Jenner’s bold experiments, and
the work of the scientists who learned from his ideas, have helped to save many, many lives.

Louis Pasteur
Take a look at the label on almost any
carton of milk and you’re likely to see
the word PASTEURISED [PASSchuh-rized]. What does that mean?
Let’s find out by meeting Louis
Pasteur [pass-TUR].

Louis Pasteur
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Louis Pasteur was born in 1822 in
a little town in France. As he grew up,
he loved to paint. He loved to look at
the world around him. When he went
to the university in Paris, he turned
his attention to looking through a
microscope. A microscope makes
things look a lot bigger; it lets you see
things you can’t see just with your
eyes. Looking through a microscope,
Pasteur observed a living world in a
drop of water. He saw and drew
pictures of the tiny living creatures −
he called them ‘microbes’ or ‘germs’ –
that squirmed in the drop of water.
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One day a winemaker came into the laboratory, hoping that someone could help him
solve a problem. ‘Sometimes my wine tastes delicious, but sometimes it turns sour,’ he
said to Pasteur. ‘Can you help me find out why?’ Pasteur put some drops of the wine under
the microscope. He noticed that the sour wine had some unusual germs. If he could kill
these germs, maybe he could keep the wine from turning sour. He experimented with
different ways to kill the germs. He tried freezing, then electric shock. But in the end,
heating the wine seemed to work best. The winemaker tried it, and every bottle of wine
tasted good.
Pasteur’s idea worked for other people, too. When dairies heated milk, it didn’t go sour
so quickly. When breweries heated beer, it tasted better. People called the process
‘pasteurisation’ − heating a liquid to kill harmful germs. Aren’t you glad that the milk you
drink has been pasteurised?
Louis Pasteur’s good ideas didn’t stop there. He also worked on vaccinations, building upon
the discoveries of Edward Jenner. He developed a vaccine to treat rabies, a serious disease
carried by some dogs, wolves and other wild animals. Rabies made the animals vicious, and if
they bit a person, the person would get terribly ill and die. Pasteur was still experimenting with
his rabies vaccine when one day a sick little boy named Joseph Meister was brought to Pasteur.
Joseph’s parents said: ‘We know we are taking a risk, letting you experiment on him, but he
will die of rabies soon unless you try your medicine.’ Joseph Meister was the first person to
receive a rabies vaccine and it worked. In a few weeks he was feeling well.
Louis Pasteur’s countrymen recognised how important his discoveries were to the
health of the world. They honoured him by building a great laboratory, called the Pasteur
Institute, where they could continue the work Pasteur had begun. Later, a man came to
work at the Institute, taking care of one of the buildings: a man named Joseph Meister,
who recognised that he owed his life to the great scientist, Louis Pasteur.

Thomas Edison
Do you like being able to turn on a light when it’s dark? Do you like films? Do you enjoy
listening to music on an MP3 player? If you like any of these things, you have a reason to
say: ‘Thanks, Thomas Edison!’
Born in Ohio in the United States in 1847, Thomas Alva Edison had a restless mind.
As a child, he was always asking questions that confused many adults. He wanted to know
how things worked, and if someone couldn’t tell him, well, he would just figure it out for
himself. He experimented with chemicals, batteries and wires. Sometimes his experiments
got out of hand: he got into trouble when he set things on fire or sent broken glass flying
into the air!
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As he grew up, Thomas Edison was fascinated by the
new science of electricity. He began inventing new
machines, such as an electric stock-ticker for printing
share prices and a two-way telegraph machine that used
electricity to send and receive news in New York City
offices. People began to believe in Edison and his
inventions. Finally he had enough money to build a
science laboratory in Menlo Park, New Jersey, where he
and his helpers could work day and night on new
inventions.
One day Edison invited his friends into his lab to see a
new invention. It looked like a big metal drum with a
Thomas Edison with
handle. He turned the handle, and as he did so he said:
one of his inventions:
‘Mary had a little lamb.’ He adjusted the machine, then
the phonograph
turned the handle again. The machine made a noise, then
it played back the words ‘Mary had a little lamb’! Edison
had invented the first phonograph. Today we download music
onto MP3 players, but it all began with the ideas of Thomas
Edison. People began calling him ‘the Wizard of Menlo Park’.
Next, Edison put his mind to the problem of electric light.
For hundreds of years, the only things that people had to light
their way in the dark were oil lamps, candles or fire. Using fire
for light was not very safe or clean, so people began to try to
find a way to use electricity to make light. But so far, no one
had found a safe, easy and inexpensive way to do it.
Edison asked a glass-blower to make him a round bulb
with a long neck. Inside the bulb he placed a thin
wire. He connected the wire to a source of
electricity. The wire glowed − but then it
burned out, very fast. He tried making the
other wires out of many different materials.
For months everything he tried would not
work: all the wires just burned out. People
began to wonder if maybe the Wizard of
Menlo Park had lost his magic touch. But
Edison didn’t give up. He kept on
trying until he finally got it right.
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He sent electricity through a wire in a bulb, and the electricity lit up the wire − and it
didn’t burn out! He had invented the light bulb. He built a small electric power factory at
Menlo Park and put his new light bulbs in lamps all around his laboratories. Soon people
from all over the world came to see this wonderful new marvel: electric light − a clean,
steady light without flame, without smoke!
Thomas Edison’s mind jumped to another project. He thought: ‘If I can record sound,
perhaps I can record pictures, too.’ He invented a machine that moved a strip of film
pictures past a light and projected the pictures onto a wall. This was the first film! It wasn’t
very exciting − it showed a man sneezing − but people were so amazed to see moving
pictures that they gladly watched that man sneeze over and over again!
The phonograph, the light bulb and the motion picture are considered Thomas Edison’s
most important inventions. But they are only a few of the more than a thousand things
he invented! What a genius! But as Edison himself said: ‘Genius is one percent inspiration
and ninety-nine percent perspiration.’ In other words, it helps to be clever, but it helps a
lot more to work hard.

Rosalind Franklin
Rosalind Franklin was born in London in 1920. Like her father, who
taught classes about electricity and magnetism, Rosalind Franklin
liked learning about science. She also enjoyed Latin and sports.
Franklin was a pioneering woman scientist. She studied at
Newnham College at Cambridge University before women were
officially awarded the same degrees that men received. She studied
chemistry and, just like you, learned about the atoms and molecules
Rosalind Franklin
that make up matter.
Later, Franklin worked at King’s College London in a scientific laboratory. She was the
only experienced researcher there who had done experiments on deoxyribonucleic [deeOX-ee-REE-bow-new-CLAY-ic] acid, or DNA. DNA is found inside plant and animal
cells and stores the information that controls how we develop.
Franklin began new experiments to learn about the shape and structure of DNA because
no one knew exactly how its atoms are linked or what it looks like. She used X-rays
together with a special tube and a magnifying camera to take photographs of short pieces
of DNA. Another scientist said that Franklin’s pictures were ‘amongst the most beautiful
X-ray photographs of any substance ever taken’.
Franklin was one of several scientists working separately to discover the shape of DNA.
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Others were her colleague Maurice Wilkins
at King’s College London, and James Watson
and Francis Crick at Cambridge. When
Watson and Crick visited the labs at King’s
College London, Wilkins showed them some
of Franklin’s X-ray photos of DNA.
From her X-ray photos, Franklin found
that DNA has the shape of a double-helix
that twists around itself like a braid of plaited
hair. Watson and Crick used Franklin’s
photos to make a model of DNA, which they
DNA’s double-helix shape
finished a few days after Franklin had made
her discovery. They also concluded that DNA has a double-helix shape.
Watson and Crick published their findings about DNA in an article in Nature, a
scientific journal, in 1953, but their article only hinted that they made their discovery
based on studying Franklin’s photos. Many people feel that they did not give Franklin the
credit she deserved although she was actually the first to discover the shape of DNA.
However, at that time, Watson and Crick were credited with the discovery and became
famous for it.
In the mid-1950s, Franklin became very ill with cancer, and she died in 1958. Although
Franklin, Wilkins, Watson and Crick separately published their very important discoveries
of the shape of DNA in 1953, only Watson, Crick and Wilkins received the Nobel Prize
for this discovery in 1962 because Nobel Prizes cannot be given to anyone who has died.
Although Watson, Crick and
Wilkins received most of the
credit for the discovery of the
double-helix structure of DNA,
Rosalind Franklin made key
contributions. Over time, her
work has been recognised and
she is now remembered for her
important contributions to the
discovery of the shape of DNA.

Quentin Blake’s illustration
showing the discovery of
the shape of DNA
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Suggested Resources
Living Things and Their Habitats
Vivian French, Caterpillar Butterfly (Walker) 2008
Lynn Huggins-Cooper, Minibeasts (Franklin Watts) 2008
Claire Llewellyn, Animal Life (Franklin Watts) 2012
Caroline Pitcher and Jackie Morris, Lord of the Forest (Frances Lincoln) 2004
Patricia Whitehouse, Flowers (Raintree) 2009

Dinosaurs
Philip Ardagh, Henry’s House: Dinosaurs (Scholastic) 2009
Caroline Bingham, Dinosaur Encyclopedia (Dorling Kindersley) 2011
Dougal Dixon, Explorers – Dinosaurs (Kingfisher) 2010
Annabel Savery, It’s Amazing – Dinosaurs (Franklin Watts) 2011

Oceans and Undersea Life
Katie Daynes, 1001 Things to Spot in the Sea (Usborne) 2009
Anna Milbourne, Under the Sea (Usborne) 2007
Deborah Underwood, Hiding in the Oceans (Raintree) 2011

Human Body
Katie Lennard, Little Genius: Digestion (Red Fox) 2009
Sally Morgan, Taste (Wayland) 2009
Mandy Suhr, I Am Growing (Wayland) 2009
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Electricity and Magnetism
Jacqui Bailey, How Do We Use Electricity (Franklin Watts) 2010
Jacqui Bailey, What Does a Magnet Do? (Franklin Watts) 2010
Terry Jennings, It’s Electricity (Franklin Watts) 2009
Julian Rowe, Active Science: Flying High (Franklin Watts) 2004

Astronomy
Angela Aylmore, I Like Outer Space (Raintree) 2008
Mike Goldsmith, Planet Earth (Kingfisher) 2010
Chris Oxlade, The Sun (Wayland) 2009
Leonie Pratt, Planet Earth (Usborne) 2007

Inside the Earth
Jacqui Bailey, A Drop in the Ocean (Black) 2003
Jen Green, Rocks and Soil (Wayland) 2007
Charlotte Guillain, Earth (Raintree) 2010
Helen Orme, The Weather (Ticktock) 2003
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